For Immediate Release

APPLIED ACOUSTICS SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF THE
TASSMAN FX PACK
Montreal, Canada - August 16, 2004 - Acoustics Systems announces the release of the Tassman FX
Pack for registered Tassman users.
AAS is pleased to offer registered Tassman users the bonus Tassman FX Pack, a collection of effect
patches, presets and performances designed to expand Tassman's arsenal of sound design tools.
This new collection of effect processors takes advantage of the new audio input processing
possibilities introduced with Tassman 4. The Tassman FX Pack includes reproduction of vintage and
modern effect processors as well as unique patches developed with Tassman's acoustic and analog
modules.
"Our users are always eager to try new Tassman patches and we took this opportunity to
familiarize them with some of Tassman's newly introduced features," commented Philippe Dérogis,
CTO of Applied Acoustics Systems. "This new package is a good example of how the audio input
processing greatly enhances the creative possibilities of Tassman."
Our main focus has been on creating effects that are both simple and high quality in order to
familiarize our users to the new features of Tassman 4 while offering effect patches that can be
used right away.
Pricing and Availability
The Tassman FX Pack is available now. Registered Tassman users can download the Tassman FX
Pack for free from the Applied Acoustics Systems User Library site.
About Applied Acoustics Systems
Based in Montreal, Applied Acoustics Systems specializes in software based synthesis tools for
professional musicians, educators and sound designers. Since releasing the first virtual instrument
based on physical modeling, the Tassman, AAS has been recognized as the industry leader in this
exciting new field of synthesis.
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